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 LT-PMS Ultra-Light System 
 

   The LT-PMS Ultra-Light system is designed for applications where a lightweight, battery 
powered, remotely controlled speaker can provide a strategic advantage when confronting a  
hostile adversary in a terrorist, hostage, or military situation.  
 
   At the heart of this system is the MAD Planar Magnetic Transducer, which is known for un-
paralleled clarity, intelligibility, and accuracy of sound.  With its 200 watt amplifier and a 
long throw capability that extends beyond 150 meters, the Ultra-Light can give field person-
nel distinct advantages when faced with unfriendly situations. 
 
   Mechanically, the Ultra-Light has a dipole transducer that is mounted on a motor driven 
pan assembly which can rotate and aim the transducer in a continuous 360 degree circle.  
This pan assembly is mounted to a carbon fiber tripod that is fully adjustable from 18” to 
70”.   
 
   When the speaker is turning, the perceived direction of the sound can be modified by the 
rotational speed of the speaker and the direction that it is pointed.  If the speaker is used in 
a dipole configuration, when it spins faster the sound appears to come from all directions.  If 
the cover is placed on the rear of the speaker (converting it into a monopole device) and the 
rotational speed is slowed, the sound appears to come and go.  These sonic effects and many 
others that can be created by adjusting the speed and direction of the speaker, will aid in 
communicating the appropriate message to the intended listeners. 



   The speed and direction of the speaker are operated with a remotely located controller.  
Using a 15 foot Kevlar shielded cable, the pan assembly is connected to the master control 
unit.  The master controller houses the rechargeable battery, amplifier, and all of the sys-
tem’s motor and audio controls.  Three inputs on the controller allow a microphone and pre-
recorded sounds (from a supplied MP-3 player) to be broadcast through the speaker.  The 
operator has complete control of the speaker’s rotational speed and direction along with the 
volumes for each audio source.   
 
   The Ultra-Light can also be configured as a mobile command device allowing hands free-
walk around operation .  Using a special field vest to which the speaker is mounted, the op-
erator can communicate a loud and powerful command using a headworn microphone.  The 
master controller is located in a back pocket of the field vest while a small slave controller, 
mounted to the front of the vest, is used by the operator to adjust the speaker’s volume. 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 
   The Ultra-Light is a member of MAD’s acclaimed Long Throw Planar Magnetic Speaker (LT
-PMS) series which are tailored for powerful and commanding transmission of highly intelligi-
ble voice messages over very long distances.  LT-PMS systems are being used by law enforce-
ment, public safety teams, emergency responders, the maritime industry, and the US mili-
tary.  For information on the LT-PMS family of speakers go to www.getmad.com. 
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